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INFINITE WHONIVERSES- 
 

THE CULT OF DAVROS 2: 
 

 
 

A NeoGallifreyAN STORY 
 

BY IAN CAI MERCER 

 
The Bureau of Temporal Affairs (BTA) had Agents 
searching for the Cult of Davros, the last TimeDaleks 
remaining in the Universe. Somehow they had managed to 
avoid being sent into an alternate reality, so constituted a 
threat to Temporal Security. The Cult was guarded by two 
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dozen Warrior Daleks and had abducted a number of 
Gallifreyans. This would not be tolerated. 
 
Agent Korrina-derrindra-vortra-Tandar had tracked 
Tachyonic trace elements to Chester on Earth, in the 
Mutters Spiral arm (Orion Arm) of the Stellian Galaxy, 
known to humans as The Milky Way. 
 
Korrina had not reported back, so Celestial Intervention 
Agents were assigned to find her… 
 
--- 

 
Agent Talmaran and Agent Cydenia, who called herself ‘The 
Dalekfinder General’ materialised in Liverpool. 
“The trace ends here.” Tal stated. Cydenia smiled at her 
cousin, they were like fire and ice. Where he was cold and 
clinical, she was fiery, passionate and headstrong. Yet they 
were a perfect combination. Her own determination to hunt 
down and terminate these last few Daleks had earned her 
the nickname, which suited her just fine. 
 
She took in their surroundings. They had materialised via 
TimeRing in the middle of the city of Liverpool, in an open 
space designated .St. John’s Gardens, yet apart from the 
Humans who were scattered around the park, there wasn’t 
any signs of Dalek attack. 
“This isn’t right,” she pointed out.  Daleks caused death, 
pain and misery wherever they went, so why had there been 
no signs of destruction, conquest or exterminations in 
Chester or Liverpool? 
Korrinaderrindravortretandar’s message box had 
requested back-up. Her WarSIDRAT had returned to 
Gallifrey within 48 Hours and she had never reported back. 
Surely somebody must have noticed something out of the 
ordinary? She approached the first Human nearby. 
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“Excuse me; have you noticed anything strange in the 
vicinity recently?” She asked politely. He nodded. “Oh yeah 
laa, people dressed as bins with plungers and egg whisks, 
like Students on Rag week or a publicity stunt for Mersey 
Comic Con 2, or a Big Geek Meet-up, wild dude!” Cydenia 
stared, bemused as he sauntered off. It seems the Cult had 
not made their presence a secret. 

 
To be sure, they interviewed 
several other locals. The 
Scientist Rana had been 
sighted in Queens Square, 
near to the Radio City 
Tower. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commander Dev had been seen at 
Pierhead. 
 
 
The Warrior Torc had been to a place called The Cavern 
Club,  
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while Obliterator Kai, the most dangerous of the lot had 
been spotted down by the River Mersey at Albert Dock. 

 
 
Agent Korrina had noted 
this strange, tourist-like 
behaviour. The Cult of 
Davros did not act like 
typical Daleks. THAT 
was disconcerting. 
 
 
 
There was a commotion 
as a dishevelled Woman 
burst out of a side 
entrance to St. George’s 
Hall, a Warrior 

TimeDalek pursuing her. 
Cydenia activated a Stasis Field, all the Humans freezing in 
a moment while Tal fired a Timelock, which immobilised the 
Dalek. Cydenia knelt beside the Woman, shocked as she 
recognised Korrina. 
“It’s alright, I’ve got you, you’re safe Korrina,” she 
whispered, patting her comrade’s shoulder. Korrina shook 
her head, a wild, almost vacant look in her eye. 
“No, Cy, nononono! Nobody is safe!” she ranted, breaking 
down and weeping into Cydenia’s shoulder. 
Tal signalled for help from a Temporal Intervention Group 
(TIG) as the Warrior seemed to be breaking free of the 
Timelock, which was impossible, unless you knew the 
Trinary decadimensional combination. 
Cydenia was comforting Korrina when dishevelled 
Gallifreyans began to exit the Hall, including their Cousin 
Valis.  Tal was distracted long enough for the Warrior to 
slip its bonds. 
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“EMERGENCY-TEMPORAL-SHIFT!” It droned, though 
something seemed wrong as it dematerialised. 
Then time returned to normality and Humans began to pour 
out of the Hall, just as the Temporal Intervention Group 
arrived. 
 
Once the Humans had been treated and made to forget their 
experience, all the Gallifreyans left. The Warrior had had its 
Genes modified and DNA samples had been taken from all 
the captives. 
The Cult of Davros had vanished. 
 
Tal and Cydenia made their report, though she wasn’t done 
with the Cult yet. She had vowed to track them down, and 
she would do whatever it took to get the job done. 
 
 
 
To Be Continued! 
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